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Islam as an Ideology:
The Political Thought of Tjokroaminoto
Abstraksi: Sejarah Indonesin telah mencatat khirryta Had.ji Oenar Sai'd
Tjokroaminoto sebagai sala.h seorang tokoh pergerakan terkemuka. Lahir
di Ponorogo, Jarua Timur, pada 15 Agustus 1882, Tjokroaminoto berasal
dari keluarga aristokrat yd.ngtdnt beragama. Buyutnya, I(yai Bagoes Hasan
Basri, adalah seorang ulama pesantren, yang kemudian mmikah dengan
seorang putri kraton Surakarta. Melalwi perkazainan ini ia menjad'i bagi-
an dari keluarga prtryaryi. Kakeknya, Raden Mas Adipati Tjokronegort,
adakh seorang bupati di Ponorogo. Ayahnya, Rad'en Mas Tjokroaminoto,
mendudwki jabatan uedana di Mad.iun. Dari sini, Tjokroaminoto rneu)a'
risi darah keturunan baik priyayi rnaupun santri. Dan karena itu pula in
bergelar Radm Mas, meski lebih memilib gelar HQi di depan naTrmnyd'
Ddukung kecakapannya, darah keturunan di atas tampaknya berpe-
ran penting dakm perjaknan karir Tjokroaminoto dalam dwnia' pergerak'
an nasional Indonesia. Semasa kecil Tjokroaminoto rnengenyam pendi-
dikan modern di sekokb Belanda. Selepas Sekolah Dasar Eropa (ELS), ta
kemudian melanjutkan pendidikannya ke OSWA, sekolab yang sengaja
dirancang untuk mendidik calon tenaga pegazuai pemerintab kolonial.
Tjokroaminoto rnengikuti jenjangpmdi"dikan yang bia.sa dilalui oleh umum'
nya kz.kngan priayi Jawa. Karena itu, tidak lama setelab tamat OSVIA,
ia. bekerja di knntor pemerintah. Hanya saja, pmolakannya terhadap adat
prryaryi Jawa mendorongnya. memutuskan keluar. Tjokroaminoto kemu-
dian bekerja di sebuah perusabaan di Surabaya.
Keterlibaan Tjokroaminoto dalam dunia pergerakan berazaal ketik'a
ia diminta Hadji Samanboedi untuk, membenabi Sarekat Dagang klam
(SDI), yang mengbadapi batasan politik pemerintah kolonial Belanda. Se'
jak saat itulab, ia kemudian mendirikan Sareknt klam (SI), sebagai per-
zaujudan baru SDI dakm lingkup lebib luas; SI tidak hanya sebuah asosiasi
yang didirikan sernata untuk kepmtingan ekonomi melautan pengusaba
Cina, tapi juga mmymtuh perjuangan di bidang politik. Tjokroaminoto,
pendiri dan sekaligus pemimpin SI, telah menjadikan lembaga tersebut
semnkin intensif bergerak dakm pergerakan nasioruzl Indonesin' Dan mela-
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lui SI ini pula, Tjokroarninoto tampil rnenjadi seorang tokob yang mem.
beri sumbangan penting dalam pergerakan, sekaligus seorang intelektual
yang memperkaya rsdcana politik klam di Indonesia.
Artikel ini mengbadirkan pembahasan tentang pernikiran Tjokroami-
noto, khususnya di bidangpolitik. Pemikiran politik Tjokroaminoto diru-
muskan seiring dmgan posisinya sebagai pemimpin SL Karena itu, pemikiran
Tjokroaminoto kerap dikemukakan dalam rangka menjaraab tantangan
dan dinamika peryruangan, baik dalam tubuh SI maupun di kalangan
masyarakat Indonesia pada umumnya. Hal ini terutama berbubungan
dengan pergolakan dalam tubuh SI, khususnya mereka yang memiliki
haluan politik komunis, dan kemudian nasionalis. Dan karena itu pula,
pemikiran politik Tjokroaminoto kerap bernada apologetis.
Demikianlah, tampil mewakili kelompok Mwslim, Tjokroaminoto ber-
usaba menjad.ikan sebagai klam sebagai ideologi perjwangan politik, yang
memang menladi konsentrasi utarrw gerakan SI. Bagi Tjokroaminoto, dan
juga angota SI, Islam telah menjadi alat pemersdtu bangsa Indonesia.
Karena faktor agd?na inilah SI berkembang menjadi satw organisasi perge-
rakan yang memiliki jumkb pmgikut sangat banyak, dan karenanya bisa
dengan mudah terkonsolidasi menjadi gerakan politik Islam Indonesia
terkemuka di arual abad ke-20.
Sejalan dengan itu, Tjokroarninoto berpandangan bahzua Islam dan
politik merupakan satu kesatuan. Iskm meliputi tid.ak hanya masalab spi-
ritual keagamaan, tetapi juga masalalt-masalah sosial.politik dan ekonomi.
Dakm kerangka ini, Tjokroaminoto rnmulis sebuah buku, klam dan So-
sialisme, yang antara lain, ditujukan untuk menjaraab sikap sebagian
angota SI yang berhaluan kii, di saTnping juga untuk menjadi se?rracaftl
tlr(paran program pembaharuan untuh menjadikan kehidupan sosial,
ekonomi, dan politik sejakn dengan ajaran Islam. Dalam buku ini, Tjok-
roaminoto juga mmekankan bahu.,a kkm bisa mmjadi landasan penting
dalam menciptakan persatua.n Indonesin; Iskm bisa menciptakan solida-
ritas kebangsaan yang berfungsi sebagai pengbalang bagi tumbubnya na-
sionnlisme chaupinistik, bahkan nasionalisme di tingkat etnis-regional.
Berdasarkan pemikiran di atas, Tjokroaminoto kemwdian mengede-
pankan konsep umnt sebagai bentuk ruTnusan mnsyarakat Indonesia yang
hendak dizaujudkan. Dalam hal ini, "negArA madinah" yang didirikan
Nabi Muhammad dipercaya bisa menautarknn pemerintaban demokratis,
dan karenanya menjadi actnn Tjokroaminoto. Menurut Tjokroaminoto,
di negara ma.dinah lab konsep musyazaarab dan kesetaraan bukum telah
dipraktekkan, dan karena itu pula ia bisa menjadi model acuan untuk
membang.tn masyarakat Indonesiz yang mayoritas beragama Islam.
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he early twentieth century Indonesia witnessed the rise of Tjok-
roaminoto as a leader of the political movement of Indone-
ian society. \7ith the Sarekat Islam (SI) he led, Tjokroamki-
noto presented one of the biggest challenges to the Dutch colonial
government. It is the fact that the steps of Sarekat Islam were inti-
mately tied to the actions of Tjokroaminoto. Under his leadership,
the SI was quickly transformed into a mass organization with a po-
litical agenda. His success in making the SI into the biggest national
party of the time could be seen at its first congress in 1.9!3, where he
was instrumental in defining its ideology and in defining the nation-
alist mission of the organization. Indeed, this had far-reaching im-
plications and provided new concepts and ideas for all Indonesians,
such as nationalism, democracy, religious modernism, and modern
economics.l
As a pioneer of the nationalist movement) Tjokroaminoto's ideas
on politics influenced subsequent Indonesian nationalist activity, par-
ticularly within Sarekat Islam itself. His ideas had a great impact on
both the political activities of the organization as well as its distinc-
tive goals. He held that Indonesians had the same rights as the Dutch,
both in politics and the economy, which made Indonesians aware of
their poor position in the country. Furthermore, while there was
strong agreement that the ultimate goal of the movement was to gain
independence Tjokroaminoto argued that this could only be done in
stages. The key stage, according to Tjokroaminoto, was "self-govern-
ment" when Indonesians would govern their own state and, indeed,
free from Dutch interference; he argued that Indonesian had an in-
herent right to do so. But to reach that stage Tjokroaminoto believed,
Indonesians had necessary to be well educated.2 Consequently, Tjok-
roaminoto placed special emphasis on national education.
Like most Muslim leaders and thinkers throughout history, Tjok-
roaminoto regarded Islam as more than just a religion but as a way
of life. But he was also one of the first Muslim leaders in modern
times to'"proclaim Islam as 'a binding factor and national symbol"'3,
which would ultimately lead to complete independence for Indone-
sia. He argued that Indonesian Muslims would be able to apply their
Islamic ideals if they held unity and power in their hands. In his
conceptualization of Islamic thought, he saw Islam broadly, as con-
cerned with politics as they affected economics, the state and gov-
ernment. These ideas flowed from his concept of the Islamic com-
munity (Umrnah).
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This study is to analyze the political thought of Tjokroaminoro.
It will devote particular amenrion ro the issues of politics and Islam,
and his involvement in various political discourses during his life time.
In particular, this study attempts to show that Tjokroaminoro's ideas
on Islam and politics were influential and provided a definition in
early twentieth century Indonesia as to whar political Islam should
encompass that had a strong effect on Muslim in Indonesia at that
time.
Tjokroaminoto: His Life Background
Hadji Oemar Said Tjokroaminoro, better known as Tjokroam-
inoto, was born on August 16, L882 in Bakur, Ponorogo East Javaa.
He was descended from a religious aristocratic family and had the
Javanese title of Raden Mas.5 His great grandfather, Kyai Bagoes
Kasan Basari, was a well-known kyai6 in Ponorogo, East Java, and
ran an Islamic boarding school Qtesantren) in Tegalsari. Thrs kyai
married the daughte r of Susubunan (the King of Surakarta in Cen-
tral Java) and thus joined an aristocratic family. As his great grand-
father preferred to use Kyai over the title of Raden, Tjokroamino-
to also never used the title RadenMas.He preferred ro use the title
Hadji (for one who performed the pilgrimage to Mecca) before his
Personal name.
As a ningrar (a Javanese aristocraric family), his family worked
primarily within government. His grandfather, Raden Mas Adipati
Tjokronegoro was a bwpati (regent) in Ponorogo and once received
the Ridder der Nederlandsche Leeuw (Knight of the Netherlands Lion)
medal from the Dutch government for his loyalty and devotion to
the Dutch government. His father, Raden Mas Tjokroamiseno, was
a wedana (chief district officer) in Madiun. Tjokroaminoro was rhe
second child of eleven brothers and sisters.
During his childhood Tjokroaminoro was regarded as intelligent,
but was not well behaved. For instance, he liked fighting. Anhar
Gonggong mentioned that once Tjokroaminoto won a fight against
four Chinese men.7 However, he was able to survive the repercus-
sions of such misbehavior because of the father's social positiorr; .ft..
all, he was a priyayi and a raedana's son. Amelz also stated that in his
childhood Tjokroaminoto liked playing "horsy" with his friend. In
this game his friends pretended they were horses and Tjokroaminoro
would ride on their back horses. Through this game, it seems that
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Tjokroaminoto attempted to make his friends aware of how bad their
life as a colonized people really was.8
Still such misbehavior forced him to move from one school to
another, but because of his intelligence and social position, Tjokroam-
inoto finished his Vestern-style education at a Dutch school (OS-
VIA: the Training School for Native Civil Servants) at Magelang in
1.902,e a seven-year course which opened the way to apriyayi career.
It was considered to be advanced education for Indonesians who had
attended the ELS (European Primary School). It was understandable
that most prtlaryi families or B.B. (Binnenlandsch Bestuur), would
try to gain access to OSVIA so that they could work at governmenr
offices.1o
His OSVIA ceftificate provided him with the opportunity to work
in the Dutch administration. The Dutch offered some Indonesians
from the priyayi class the chance to study at European schools in the
hope of producing people who would embrace Dutch values and could
be recruited to work in the local administration. Known as the "asso-
ciation", this policy was one of many "reform" policies undertaken
by the Dutch government that the famous Dutch administrator-schol-
ar Christian Snouck Hurgronje had introduced.ll
After graduating from OSVIA, at the age of twenty Tjokroami-
noto became a clerk at the Pangreb Pradja Qocal government office)
where jongkok (a humble, crouching walk) and sembah (a gesture of
obedience with hands held before one's face) when in the presence of
seniors were still common office practice. This unpleasant working
environment was one reason he quit Pangreh Pradla in 1905 after
only three years and moved to Surabaya. This was at a time when
white-collar jobs were becoming available to the \Testern-educated in
major urban centers. He then worked at the Cooy & Coy Firm while
completing an engineering course at night school- the Burgerlijke
Avondscltool Afdeeling \Tertuigkundige (BAS) or Civil Evening
School, which he undertook from 1907 to 1910. After finishing this
course he relocated as an engineer to the Rogojampi sugar factory in
Surabaya.l2
Tjokroaminoto was well known for his radical attitude toward
the customary practices he considered as demeaning; this was one
reason why he quit his job as a clerk at the Pangreh Pradja.13 He was
also known to consider himself an equal with Dutch and Indonesian
officials at a time when this was not a common viewpoint. He was
said to have the courage to sit on a chair when meeting any Dutch-
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man or official, to speak to his superiors without looking down on
the floor, to cross his legs when sitting on a chair in front of these
superiors - all small matters, but which, in his time, were considered
taboo.l'He was called tbe gatotkaca of the Sarekat Islam, a reference
to a heroic reayang (shadow play) figure known for his rough charac-
ter, but innate goodness. 15
Tjokroaminoto was well known as an orator. His appearance gave
the impression of an extraordrnarily strong personality. His great
power as an orator could attract people as if by enchantment, while
his almost magical low voice gave listeners a sense of confidence. Sukar-
no, later the first President of Indonesia, was his disciple16 who learned
much of his skill from Tjokroaminoto; in fact Sukarno delivered his
speeches in a way very similar to Tjokroaminoto's.17
\X/ith his identification with the Sarekat Islam, Tjokroaminoto
quit his job as an engineer in the sugar factory in Surabaya and
became the first leader of his age to make his livelihood as a pro-
fessional politician - that is, he was the first to earn his income
through leading the Sarekat Islam and running its commercial com-
pany named r.he Setia Oesaha (the faithful efforts).18 After its es-
tablishment, rhe Setia Oesaha founded its own printing house and
started to publish the newspaper, Oetoesan Hindia (the Indies
Messenger) in December 1972, which was to become an important
organ of the Sarekat Islam. Hasan Ali Soerati remarked at the
Sarekat Islam's general meeting that, "any association should have
its organ as the Indische Partil (IP) has De Express."le Initially,
Hasan Ali Soerati had offered the job of editor-in-chief to Dr.
Tjipto Mangoenkoesoemo but Tjipto became an editor at De Ex'
press. Tjokroaminoto was then offered the positiofi at Oetoesan
Hindia. Since editing was new for Tjokroaminoto, R. Tirtoda-
noejdo, a former editor-in-chief of. Sinar Djazua (the light of Java),
and a former official of Volkslectuur, became coeditor. Oetoesan
Hindia thus becam e a de-facto Sarekat Islam organ and Setia Oesa'
ha, the office for the Surabaya branch of the Sarekat Islam. To
consolidate his position in the Sarekat Islam and to run the Sarekat
Islam and the Setia Oesalta, Tjokroaminoto gathered his friends
and prot6g6s around him and led them to expand the Sarekat Is-
lam under the Surabaya leadership.20
In Oetoesan Hindia, Tjokroaminoto developed his journalistic
skills. His writings not only appeared in this journal but also in Soeara
Soerabaya (the Voice of Surabaya), another leading journal of the city.
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His writings were critical of Dutch government policies and called
for self-determination for the Indies.2r Later, as a product of Sarekat
Islam's actions, he also founded Fadjar Asia (the Dawn of Asia) and
Al-Jihad (the Holy \Var) which all served as supporrers of the S.I.
position on politics.
Tiokroaminoto was interested in the 1X/est and 'Western cul-
ture, sometimes learning about it directly from Dutch writers at
other times as it was filtered through other Asian wrirers. This is
evident in the books he read, mostly in Dutch and English such as
The Spirit of Islam by Ameer Ali, Tlte Prophet by Muhammad Ali,
Islam and Socialism by M. Mushi Hoesain Kidwai, Zut Kiritiek
der politichen Oek,onomie (Commentary on Political Economy)
and Das Kaprtal (Capital), both written by Karl Marx. Using these
references in his own writing Tjokroaminoto elaborated his ideas
on Islam concerning politics and socialism. In particular he ex-
pressed himself fully in Islam dan Socialisme (Islam and Social-
ism), Tarich Agama Islam: Riruayat dan Pemandangan atas Ke-
hidupan Nabi Muhammad dan Perjalanan Nabi Mubammad SArly'
(Islamic History: History of the Life and the Journey of the Proph-
et Muhammad), Program Asas, Program Tandhim Partai Sarekat
Islam Indonesia (Declaration of Principles and Action Program),
and Reglement Umum Bagi Ummat Islam (General Regulations for
the Muslim Ummab).22
In Islam dan Socialisme, Tjokroaminoto discussed at length the
concept of socialism in Islam, which was written ro answer the criti-
cisms launched by sociali$ groups in Sarekat Islam. In particular, Tjok-
roaminoto addressed the assumption made by the communisrs of the
age that Islam was not able to regulate economic, political and social
matters. He insisted that Islam and socialism were comparible and
drew heavily on aMuslim Pakistan wrirer named S. Mushir Hoesain
Kidwai in his study Islam and Socialism who maintained the same
point.23
Another book of his, Tarich Agama Islam: Riwayat dan Peman-
dangan atas Kehidupan Nabi Mubammad dan Perjalanan Nabi Mu
bammad SAW covers the history of the Arab people and the time of
the Prophet Muhammad. In this book, Tjokroaminoto hoped to
motivate Muslims to take lessons from the Prophet Muhammad for
their own struggle against the forces arrayed against them. In the in-
troduction, he mentioned that his book relied mainlv on The Spirit of
Islamby Amir Ali,2a The ldeal Prophet by Khwaja Kamaluddintt anl
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The Prophet by Muhammad Ali. Indeed, Tjokroaminoto seems to
have drawn heavily and sometimes literally on those sources to Present
his view of the prophet as suited to the challenge of modern times.
In Program Asas, Program Tandbim Partai Sarekat Islam Indone-
sia, Tjokroaminoto proposed his concept of the Muslim community
(Muslim Umrnab), which included discussions on Islamic unity, free-
dom, state and government, socialism and economics. His concept of
the Ummabwas later completed when he wrote his monumental work'
Reglement (Jmum Bagi Ummat Islam,published in February 4'6,1934.
Its twenty chapters elaborate the general framework of guidance for
the Muslim Ummah in Indonesia.26
There are several factors that influenced Tjokroaminoto's ideas.
First is the rise of nationalism, which resulted from changing politi-
cal, economic and cultural conditions that marked the early years of
twentieth century Indonesia. Second is the rise of education among
the Indonesian cultural elite which opened those trained in Dutch
schools to modern \(estern ideologies such as nationalism' democra-
cy and self-rule. Significantly Islam became important in the emer-
gence of this nationalistic outlook. Third, two great historical events
were influential. The Japanese success in its war against Russia in 1905
encouraged the view that Asians could triumph against Europeans
through effort. Pan-Islamism arising in the Middle East spread
throughout the Islamic world inciuding Southeast Asia and asserted
that Muslims had powers to control their own countries. The fourth
factor was the development of Communism in Indonesia, which ap-
parently influenced the political thought of Tjokroaminoto. Finally,
a widely held belief that Tjokroaminoto was the Ratu Adil (Messiah)
furthered his cause especially among the uneducated.
Tjokroaminoto's Ideas on Politics
Tjokroaminoto's ideas on politics cannot be separated from his
varying roles in Sarekat isiam (S.I.)'?7 because many of his ideas, along
with others as well, were directly connected to S.I. activities. It is not
only Tjokroaminoto himself who controlled the political movement
of Sarekat Islam but there are many others who were of key impor-
tance to this organization. Men like Agus Salim and Abdul Moeis,
both from Sumatra, vrere also important leaders of the S.I.. Indeed
Agus Salim and Tjokroaminoto were called dui tunggal (duumvi-
rate), or the "solid team", due to their close cooPeration in Sarekat
Islam.
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In discussing Tjokroaminoto's ideas on politics, it must be consid-
ered that in addition to proposing his ideas, he also attempted to
implement those ideas as strategies. It is also important to look at the
background of his ideas since many of his ideas were responses either
to Dutch policies or to some other events. This writing will attempt
to apply this method in order to get a complete picture of Tjokroam-
inoto's conception of politics as well as his efforts to carry out those
concepts.
Tjokroaminoto became a member of the S.I. on May t9!2,28 and
officially became a leader after the First Congress of the S.I. on 26
January 1913. He led Sarekat Islam as "a national umbreila organiza-
tion for all Indonesians regardless of sectional or political orienta-
tions."2e His first task in the S.I. was to gain the official recognition of
the party, so that it could be legally incorporated. In September 10,
191.2, statutes of the S.I., as drawn up according to legal advice, were
presented by Tjokroaminoto to the Dutch notary in Surakarta and
were subsequently registered by notarial act.30 The programs of the
Sarekat Islam as stated in the new statute included the following points:
the promotion of commercial enterprise among Indonesians, the or-
ganization of mutual economic support, the promotion of the intel-
lectual and material well being of Indonesians, the promotion of Is-
lam.r1
Under his leadership, the party soon became a mass movement
whose membership extended far beyond the elite group responsible
for its foundation. It was also led by a \il/estern;educated executive
which included men like Agus Salim, who were influenced by the
currents of Islamic reformism. The party also derived its main sup-
pofi from white-collar workers and from the urban middle-class.
At the villag-e level, in addition to concentrating on the peasantry,
Sarekat Islam's popularity rested primarily on the traditional lead-
ership of the kyai andthe haji, whereas at the urban level, the orga-
nization's support was concentrated upon urban and estate work-
ers. Sarekat Islam grew phenomenally and drew in diverse elements:
not only the few Muslim entrepreneurs from whom the founders
had been drawn, but also Muslims from the mosque schools, Islam-
ic reformists, and increasingly, the peasant masses. Already by 19L4,
the S.I. claimed over 360,000 members and by its first national con-
gress in June 1916, it had recruited more than 80,000 members out-
side of Iava.r2
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In addition, the increasing number of Sarekat Islam might be a
result of a widespread idea of Ratu Adil (AJust King). Tjokroamino-
to used the popularity of the idea of Ratu Adil as his vehicle particu-
larly when in promoting his idea of Islamic socialism.3r In one meet-
ing he declared: "\7e await a new messenger of God, the successor of
Moses, Jesus, and Mohammed, who will drive all evil desires from
the hearts of men. This is the messenger called Ratu Adil. All of us,
whatever our religion, await him. But this Ratu Adil wtll not aPPear
in human form; rather, he will aPPear in the form of socialism. It is
to this that the S.I. looks forward."sa Prior to this time on, the term
had been applied to him personally, but here he attempted to use the
term in a wide, symbolic meaning that would promote the Islamic
ideas of the S.I. Through this idea Tjokroaminoto did effectively gain
his popularity among people.
This attempt to change the public Perception of the Ratw Adil'
concept had its roots in internal SI politics. Hadji Agus Salim contin-
ually warned Tjokroaminoto about the dangers of the people's ado-
ration and their high expectations. Salim also wanted to disassociate
the movement from the concept of. Ratu Adil because he believed
that this concept was dangerous for the movement' as it necessitated
an external force quite beyond the power of the Sarekat Islam leader-
ship.3s Tjokroaminoto ultimately agreed and apparently this change
to symbolic meaning was an attemPt to give new direction that would
be more {itting with the Islamic context.
The increasing size and ethnic diversity of its membership indi-
cates that its orientation was not only commercial but also political.
Political orientation of the S.I. could be categorizedparticularly when
Tjokroaminoto criticized Indonesians whose a pervasive feeling of
dependence on and inferiority to foreigners, especially the Dutch,
who promotedthe status of Indonesians. This situation was even worse)
particularly when priyayl identified lay people as the lowest class in
society. The term utong cilik (low people) and slavish images were
always attached to them. This condition consequently created a feel-
ing in which they were always felt they had to accePt a subordinate
position and were fearful of standing up for their rights. He argued
that the term q.!)ong cilik was no longer suitable for Indonesians who
were trying to regain their sense of dignity. There were no differenc-
es between people before God. He also argued that Indonesian people
had to be aware of their rights in terms of politics and economic
matters.
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The establishment of Sarekat Islam marked the emergence of In-
donesians' self-awareness. At the first National Congress, Tjokroam-
inoto delivered a speech, saying that:
This congress is one of the indications of the revival of the Indonesian, who has
been assessed as a quarter human being for such a long time... [that] whenever
peopie have wakened from slumber, there is nothing which can stop their move-
ment; [that] the birth of the S.I. is the will of God alone; fthat] the Muslim
community in Indonesia must unite themselves with the bond of their religion...;
[that] the S.I. association is like a small stream of water in the beginning, but which
within a short time becomes an enormous flood.36
On another occasion, Tjokroaminoto was more specific as to what
the relationships between Indonesia and the Netherlands should be.
He argued that for a long time the Indonesian was considered a slave
working for his master. He stated that it was unreasonable that Indo-
nesians were ruled by the Dutch government as "a landowner who
controls his lands" (Zoale een landheer zijn percelen beehert). He also
used an analogy of how the Dutch treat Indonesians in their own
country. He mentioned that:
It is not decent to regard Indonesia as a milk cow which is given food only
because of its milk (een melkhoe, die slechts teeten krijgt ter raille aan haar melk)"; ir.
is not proper to regard this country as a place where people go with the intention
of fetching its fruits (een plaax, uaar de mensen slechts heengaan met doel om
ooordeel te behalen), and at present it is also no longer justifiable that its population,
especially the native, one does not have the right to participant in political affairs
which are concerned with its very fate...37
In addition to criticizing the Dutch, his criticism was also lev-
eled toward SI members whom he always felt accepted a subordi-
nate position and were fearful of standing up for their rights. One
example was the way lay people gave honor towards priyayi or the
Dutch. It was done by rnerangkak. (crawling on hands and knees),
jongkok (a humble, crouching walk), sitting on the ground 
^nd 
seTn-
bah (a gesture of obedience with hands held before face) before the
prrJaji or the Dutch. Another example was the manner of dressing.
Only the Dutch or priyayi might wear pants or other 'European'
styles, such as coats and ties.r8 Even though giving honor towards
superiors was a custom in most Javanese kingdoms, Tjokroamino-
to criticized it as no longer appropriate. At the Sarekat Islam con-
gress he stated:
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Because we were colonized for a long time, there grew a feeling that we always
stand on a lower level and have no respect toward our own identity. It is a duty of
Sarekat Islam to criticize terms that are meant to lower our dignity. People living
in kampwng (vil1age$ were always called as de kleine men or utongcilik (Iower
people). Is this term appropriate? To whom do we have to feel subordinate? Is it to
God? No. This term is not appropriate to us who are now fighting to raise our
dignity.3e
His concept of the worth of Indonesian people was also more clearly
articulated when the Comitd 'Indiri Weerbaar' (Committee for the
Defense of the Indies) was established.ao Although he supported this
action, he also criticized the Dutch by making some political demands.
First, he expressed that Indonesians were disappointed by the arro-
gance shown by Dutch government officials and businessmen. If the
b.tt.h could not address this disappointment, Indonesians would not
support the Dutch in defending the country. Second, the Dutch had
to fulfill the political rights of the people that in fact were not equal
with their duties. Finally, Tjokroaminoto also put forward many
comments concerning the adverse economic condition experienced
by Indonesians.al
Tjokroaminoto's ideas on Indonesian self-esteem were the direct
result of the colonial system, which denied the concept of equality
for Indonesians. It was therefore Tjokroaminoto and other Sarekat
Islam leaders who attempted to change this condition, in addition to
achieving rights, status and power. Strikingly Tjokroaminoto did not
believe that this could be accomplished through revolutionary tac-
tics, so he chose cooperation with the Dutch. This was clearly evident
in the early years of his leadership (1913-1916), which was the period
from the first Congress of Sarekat Islam to the first National Con-
grcss
His cooperative attitude toward the Dutch government can be
detected throughout in his speeches and writing.ar At the first Con-
gress of the Sarekat Islam in 1,9L3,he declared that the Sarekat Islam
rejected all forms of anti-government activities. In a speech Tjok-
roaminoto declared that the S.I. was loyal to and satisfied with the
Dutch Government and that it was not true that the S.I. wanted to
fight. He said "it [Sarekat Islam] is not a political partfi it is not a
party that wants revolution, as many think."a3 Further, Blumberger
notes, on the basis of Tjokroaminoto's speech:
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"...We must, when we are oppressed, call upon the Governor General for aid'
'We are loyal towards the government, and we are content under the Dutch re-
gime! It is not true that we are causing trouble: it is not true that we are going to
fight. He who says that or thinks of that is mad. \We do not want that, a thousand
rlmes no.
Sinar Djauta reports his speech at 
^ 
rally held in Semarang:
It [the Sarekat Islam] is on the basis of religion that we will find the strength to
hold high our worth as Natives by legitimate means...As the book says people must
obey the commands of their King. Vho is it now that commands us Natives?
Indeed it is the kingdom of Ollanda (the Dutch). Thus according to the religious
law of Islam we have to obey the laws of the kingdom of Ollanda. Therefore, we
must also obey the commands of the kingdom of Ollanda. \7e must ful1y and
loyally comply with the lavrs and regulations of the Dutch, which have been for
the people of the kingdom oI Ollanda...a5
There are two reasons why Tjokroaminoto maintained a cooPer-
ative attitude toward the Dutch. First, he was more inspired by the
fear of government retaliation than by conviction; at that time, based
on Article 111 of the ordinance of 1854, the Dutch government for-
bade any political association.a6 Second, this attitude could not be
separated from the political environment created by the Dutch gov-
ernment. A moderate attitude shown by Governor General Iden-
burg created a sympathetic attitude among the S.I. leaders toward the
Dutch.aT
But this cooperate attitude did not mean that Dutch policies or
dominance would all be accepted or that the Indonesian Position was
regarded as acceptable, conselluently at the first S.I. congress, Tjok-
roaminoto began redefining the political landscape:
a. The congress brought into being new concePtions of life for Indo-
nesians, such as nationalism, democracy, religious modernism, and
economic schools.
b. There arose a movement for constitutional change; a transitional
legal order began to be developed. The native element of Indone-
sian society was forming itself into groups outside of official chan-
nels. The Managing of the S.I. Committee was Putting itself be-
tween the government and the people, and beginning to under-
mine the power of the government.
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Religious sentiment among the Muslims influenced the emergence
of a democratic tendency that touched the very foundations of
the colonial system.
The S.I. proved to be in accordance with the social evolurion cre-
ated by the change in the psychological conditions of individu-
als. a8
In general Tjokroaminoto encouraged SI members to be aware
of their political rights despite a declared policy of cooperation
with the Dutch.ae ln a meeting at Surabaya on26lanuary l9t3,he
made it clear that the Sarekat Islam aimed to 'build nationalism,
get back human rights which have been a grant of God, elevate the
inferior lthe Indonesians], improve the present unsatisfactory con-
ditions. . . '50
Furthermore, the Sarekat Islam definitely worked for the gener-
al improvement of conditions on behalf of the people through sup-
port of a reform movement. Together with the two Surabaya SI
leaders, Tirtodanoedjo and Tjokrosoedarmo, Tjokroaminoto led
the Djawa Dtuipa (Noble Java) movement, founded in March L9L7,
which took as its task removing serious obstacles from the path to
the development of a new self-confidence among the Javanese peo-
ple. The obstacle was the "caste system" in the Javanese language,
throu gh which the medieval Kautula- Gusti (rnaster-servant) relation-
ship had carried down into the twentieth century. It required the
most Javanese to use kromo, a language of studied politeness and
obsequiousness, in every relation with a superior, whereas a superi-
or speaking to an inferior used ngoko, a language of command, lack-
ing concern for the feelings of the listener. As examples of this
movement, there was an instruction issued to its members not to
use Raden, Raden Mas or Bendoro in their daily communication
with priyayi. After rhe Djazua Druipa had been founded, the S.I., by
systematically promoting ngoko as the language of all Javanese at-
tempted to remove the most obvious symbol of oppression. tl \With
this particular movement, solidarity among SI members was great-
ly increased.52
In addition, Tjokroaminoto believed that Indonesians should have
rights to govern their own state. He proposed his ideas of self-gov-
ernment in the first National Congress of Sarekat Islam in 1916.53
Self-government, according to Tjokroaminoto, implied rule over the
Indies by its own population, irrespective of race, color of skin or
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religion. The right of self-government was a vital question for the
Indies, because if it was not fulfilled, the Indies would undoubtedly
fall to outside aftackers. In order to be able to acquire self-govern-
ment, the natives should be well trained for that purpose.sa Self-gov-
ernment would only be perfect when the people's representative stood
close to the government like in the Netherlands, where the 'Staten
Generaal' represented the Dutch people. People's representation means
a gathering of persons who really act in the interests of the country.
The constitution leaves no room for disputes between the King (Queen)
and the 'Staten Generaal'.
For Tjokroaminoto, self-government was no longer a distant mi
rage, but something real and attainable. To implement this idea, how-
ever, Indonesians had to go through a long process because it would
not come immediately but would happen within a measurable dis-
tance of time. He also believed that Indonesians would not easily gain
their political rights and that was why he was motivated to strive to
obtain it. He added, "'we must always take into account the condi
tions in which we find ourselves. Therefore, when we do not feel
mature enough for self-government, we must have patience and wait
until we obtain the ability, for when we obtain our freedom at an
inconvenient time, such would ruin our country."55
Tjokroaminoto maintained that both the Indonesian people and
the Dutch government had to take part in the actualization of self-
government. The former had to be well prepared so that they would
be able to govern their own state and the latter had to be willing to
stand in equality with the Indonesian people. His consideration that
self-government could not be created without any preparation was
reasonable because Indonesia at that time was still under colonialism
and only a small number of the people were well educated. The idea
of self-government could only be implemented when the Dutch had
the political will to acknowledge that Indonesians had political rights.
The Dutch also had to eliminate the assumption that Indonesians should
always be in a subordinate position.
However, when it was judged after four years that the coopera-
tion method of Sarekat Islam toward the Dutch was not successful,
Sarekat Islam leaders argued that the method had to be changed. At
the second National Congress on October 1917, together with oth-
er Sarekat Islam leaders, Tjokroaminoto's political attitude became
more aggressive and the emphasis was placed on political and eco-
nomic questions. Although he still spoke of his desire to live along-
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side the Dutch and draw closer the bonds between "our Queen" and
the "Children of the land," voices were raised in bitter condemna-
tion of the administration's policy. Tjokroaminoto's public sup-
port of autonomy stood in marked contrast to this position of co-
operation.
The 1917 congress marked the culmination of Tjokroaminoto's
efforts in developing the S.I. into an independent minded, poiitical
and economic-oriented peoples' movements. This was indicated by
the acceptance of Islam as the basis of the Sarekat Islam movement,
the condemnation of capitalism and the demand for political rights
{^" tho 
^o^^lo
The political character of the S.I., which reflected Tjokroamino-
to's ideas, was officially formulated in a Declaration of Principle and
an Action Program. Both were approved by its second National
Congress in 1917 . The Declaration of Principles expressed the party's
belief in Islam as "the preacher of democratic ideas" as well as the
"religion par excellence for the spiritual education of the people".
The party regarded the intellectual as well as the moral development
of the individual as essential for the proper functioning of civil rights.
The state or government should not interfere in religious matters
and should treat all religions on an equal basis. The party demanded
the increased participation of the people in politics in order to achieve
'self-government'. It rejected racial domination and demanded from
the government equal protection of the rights and freedoms of all
citizens 'with powerful assistance for the weak and the needy...' The
Sarekat Islam 'fights sinful capitalism which is the origin of the present
deteriorating economic condition of the largest part of the Indone-
sian population'. Finally the Declaration expressed the party's will-
ingness to cooperate with al). organrzations and persons who agreed
with its principles.s6
As mentioned in the Declaration of Principles and the Action Pro-
gram, Tjokroaminoto vigorously attacked capitalism and supported
autonomy. He wanted to fight 'sinful capitalism' - in other words,
"the colonial capitalism which exploited Indonesia for the benefit of
foreign countries."sz Foreign capitalism, according to Tjokroamino-
to, was different from Muslim capitalism. This statement was basical-
ly a compromise made on behalf of Muslim merchants, who were
fearful that they would be included in Tjokroaminoto's definition of
sinful capitalism, and the radical socialists who declared that 'Capital-
ism is alwavs sinful. even Muslim and that class war must also be
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carried out against Muslim capitalists, to free the oppressed classes,
indifferent of which religion the capitalists followed. B.M.H. Vlekke
notes that:
This is the {irst time that a Marxist slogan was introduced into the speeches of
the Sarekat Islam Congress, but its true Marxian character was curiously modified
by locai interpretation. 'Sinful capitalism' is, from a Marxist point of view, of
course, a contradiction in terms, for it leaves open the possibiiity of righteous
capitalism, which does not find a piace in the Marx's theories. Tjokroaminoto was
asked to explain when capitalism is sinful and his reply was, "Foreign capitalism is
always sinfu1." In this succinct statement the identity o{ the struggle for social and
political aims was perlectly expressed.'8
On this occasion, the idea of attacking capitalism was also stated
by Semaun, a leftist, and by Moeis, an Islamist. Semaun demanded a
quicker pace toward sociai demo cracy and Moeis proclaimed the ide-
al of "Indies for the Indonesians".
Tjokroaminoto's Ideas on Islam
The strong influence of communist groups on the Sarekat Islam
{orced the group leaders to reconsider the role of Islam in that orga-
nization.5e This later marked a revolutionary change concerning the
progress of Sarekat Islam movement. Tjokroaminoto and other
Sarekat Islam leaders believed that 'independence on the basis of
Islam alone is capable of releasing all the people any form of sla-
very'.60
From an historical perspective, the importance of Islam to the
majority of the Sarekat Islam could be seen since its establishment.
Tjokroaminoto arguedthat Islam was an important element for Sarekat
Islam, which would bind people together. He mentioned this at a
meeting held in Semarang rn 191.4:
First of all, I would like to explain what the name "Sarekat Islam" means. In
short, Sarekat Islam means "association of people whose religion is Islam." This is
not an ordinary association, but an extra-ordinary one, bound by the religion of
Islam. The Natives have already established a number of associations with lofty
purposes, but not one of them could become permanent and large. But once the
Sarekat Islam emerged, thousands of people became members, bound by the rope
of the religion of Islam. That is why the Sarekat Islam has become an extraordinary
association.6l
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The process of development of the S.I. from the founding of the
party up to the convening of its congress in Surabayain 191,8, showed
that Islam had steadily grov/n in prominence for the party, com-
mensurate with the challenges that had faced it from within and
without. \Tithin the ranks of the Sarekat Islam, for example, a sharp
conflict had been going on between the socialist-oriented and the
Islam-oriented group. This conflict marked the beginning of a defi-
nite split between the red Sarekat Islam (the communisr group) and
the white Sarekat Islam (the Muslim santri) and showed the grow-
ing importance of Islam in the party. Numerous other challenges
were also presented from outside the party by secular nationalist
grouPS.
However, in the t920s and 1930s, the role of Islam in the Sarekat
Islam became more complex. International changes deeply affected
the political life of Indonesia. The revolution in Russia in 197762,
coincided with the optimism in the Islamic world raised by the Ca-
liphate movement,63 gave new hope to both groups in the S.L, the
communist as well as the religious groups. These events also made
both sides aware of their own characteristics and their oarticular ideo-
logical orientations. As a result of this process the relationship be-
tween Central Sarekat Islam, dominated by "Muslims", and its Sema-
rang branch, controlled by leftists, deteriorated and eventually rup-
tured.
Another influential factor was the emergence of "secular national-
ism" on Java in the mid 7920s. The establishment of study-clubs in
Surabaya and Bandung gave way to the recruitment of intellectuals,
who were more inclined to a nationalism based on secularism than on
Islam. These new groups organized themselves into the Indonesia
National Partf , with Soekarno as the key leader. This proved to be a
great challenge to the S.I..
The role of Islam in Sarekat Islam could not be separated from
the efforts made by two of the party's leaders, Hadji Agus Salim6'
and Tjokroaminoto. It is no exaggeration to say that compared to
Tjokroaminoto, who understood Islam from non-Arabic sources,
mainly in English, Salim had a better understanding of Islam.6s This
was evident in many places where Salim gave ideas and supporting
evidence to Tjokroaminoto's ideas on Islam, for example Tjok-
roaminoto's writing on Islam and socialism.66 This comparison
shows that the Islamic foundation of the Sarekat Islam movement
was not merely a result of Tiokroaminoto's efforts but also due to
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the collective efforts of the group's leaders. Nevertheless Tjokroam-
inoto's ideas on Islam did contribute to the Sarekat Islam move-
ment.
The varying roles of Islam in Tjokroaminoto's ideas were general-
ly related to Islam as an ideology.6T This ideology had three features:
1) Separation between Islam and politics, 2) Nationalism, 3) Pan-Is-
lamism and 4) the concept of the Ummah. Let us deal with each of
these matters in turn.
Islam and Politics
The idea of the separation between religion and politics appeared
when conflict between the socialist and religious group in the Sarekat
Islam emerged. In this conflict, the socialist groups argued that Islam
should be separated from politics since Islam was only concerned with
private matters. On the other hand, Tjokroaminoto, who rePresent-
ed the religious group in the S.I., strongly disagreed with the opin-
ion. He maintained that Islam regulated not merely spiritual matters
but also politics, the economy as well as social affairs. He also argued
that in Islam there was no separation between religion and politics, as
was indicated in the time of the Prophet.
It is important to mention here that this idea originally emerged
with the Djawi Hisr.aoro affair of January 1918. This resulted in a
wide range of reactions from Muslims that later on, led to the estab-
lishment of "The Lord Prophet and Apostle Muhammad's Army
Committee".68 \7hat was most significant about this affair and the
establishment of the committee was the fact that it served as an illus-
tration of the feelings of the Muslims in Indonesia about their reli
gion. It also served as an indication of the power o{ Islam as a binding
force among its adherents, in spite of the different ways in which
Islam was practiced. This committee was also an indication of the
importance to modern Indonesia of the crucial problem concerning
the relationship between politics and religion. The establishment of
this committee should also be understood in light of the fact that at
that time, the pressure from both socialist groups and missionaries
compelled the Sarekat Islam leaders to devote new attention to the
Islamic aspect of Sarekat Islam.6e Through this momentum, Tjok-
roaminoto criticized the Dutch government that subsidized mission-
ary work and demanded like subsidies for Islamic educational institu-
tions. He pointed out that:
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The Islamic religion in the Dutch East Indies used to be presented as the source
of all evil mishaps, notably the disturbances in Ciiegon, the iesistance at Gedangan
and, at first, also the uprising in Jambi. And in contrast with this abuse of the
Muslim faith, the Christian belief has been benefited in every way by the govern-
ment; the Christian missionaries are paid with tax-money, which has been brought
in by the Muslim believers, while the Christian mission-run schools received subsi-
dies from the government.To
The idea of the separation between religion and politics once again
came up when the socialist group in Sarekat Islam put forth their
own critical evaluation of the religious foundation of the party move-
ment. The socialist group of the S.I., under the leadership of Semaun,
however, was not opposed to the development of Islamic religion,
but they wished to situate and define the role of Islam as a religion
that was only spiritual - not political - in character. To Semaun and
his followers the religious question is a private one of faith, i.e., a
'personal affair'.71 By placing religion in the personal realm, Islam
was situated in the \Testern religious that separated religion from
politics.
In 1919, the socialists became increasingly aggressive and the strug-
gle between the socialist and religious groups in the party became
increasingly intense. The debate later moved from the practical level
to the ideological level - religion and ideology had become the central
issue. This conflict worsened, particularly when Alimin PrawirodirjoT2
published an article entitled Louteren IVij Ons (Are \7e Purifying
Ourselves).
In the article, Alimin openly criticrzed the Sarekat Isiam. He
argued that the most serious problem in the party was the lack of
contact between the intellectual and religious circles.73 He also be-
lieved that religion should be placed in the realm of one's personal
life. It is a personal question, a private matter and has no connection
with politics. In general he maintained the separation of religion
and the state.74
Another attack was also launched by the Indi6 League. It was
evident in the thought of Douwes Dekker. Basically, Dekker was
of the opinion that religion was the "narrow road" of unity; it
even tended to break up unity. In its final development, he explic-
itly rejected the role of religion in the movement. A genuine move-
ment, according to him, could not based on religion, but must be
religiously pluralistic.Ts He expressed a view that became the dom-
inant trend in the successful nationalist endeavors of the L94O's
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and later into the republic. It stood in stark opposition to the
policies of Muslim groups which wanted a strong Islamic identifi-
cation.
The conflicts between socialist and religious groups in Sarekat Is-
lam became worse, particularly when Perserikatan Komunis Hindia
(Communist Association of the Indies) was established in 1920. This
marked the beginning of a definite split in the S.I. that reached its full
magnitude during the subsequent congress, which took place in Yo-
gyakarta from March 2 to 6, 1927. The main question posed to the
S.I. leadership at the time was what the attitude it should adopt to-
wards the Communist group, as a split seemed unavoidable. In the
congress, the plan to institute a consolidated, regulated party response
towards the PKI was discussed and in this respect Tjokroaminoto,
Moeis and Salim emerged as the people who opposed the Semarang
group. In I92l Salim had planned a proposal to reorgantze the Cen-
tral body for three reasons:
1. The Sarekat Islam would not have developed very well if it were
not under a leadership devoted only to its success, exclusive of
other organizations. This meant to Tjokroaminoto and others that
party discipline could enhance the success of the organization but
preventing members from having conflicting membership in oth-
er, rlval organrzatrons.
2. Religion must become the "key stone" of the body's activities.
Islam was the unifying force and all of the ideals of socialism were
already included in Islam.
3. The PKI was a member organization of the Dutch Communist
Party.It was thus a tool of Dutch colonialism and as such, did not
have any true interest in Asian socialism. Sarekat Islam must be-
come genuinely Indonesian, genuinely Islamic, and genuinely Com-
munist.76
In justifying the discipline measures, Tjokroaminoto said that he
did not think it proper that the S.I., which, thanks to its principles,
had grown into a great, earnest and spotless association, wouid lose to
another association, "that would be disobedience toward God".77
Arguing that Islam was the sole foundation of the party movement)
Tjokroaminoto felt he had no alternative, "it is appropriate that Sarekat
Islam uses what has been granted by Allah, namely making Islam the
only genuine foundation"T8
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The different ideas on the relationship between Islam and poli-
tics held by Communist and religious groups in Sarekat Islam
forced the S.I. leaders to propose new interpretations. In his speech
entitled "Socialisme yang berdasar Islarn" (Socialism based on Is-
lam) in 19227e, Tjokroaminoto argued that Islam created happi-
ness not only for Muslims, but also for all human beings. Islam
was not merely a personal matter. It therefore did not merely
regulate the relationship between man and God, but also between
human beings themselves.8o He denied the words of people who
said that Islam should not be engaged in addressing political, so-
cial, and economic issues.81 Basing his arguments on Islamic histo-
ry during the life of the Prophet, Tjokroaminoto argued that Is-
lam could deal with socio-political matters, as had the Prophet at
Medina. The Islamic state at Medina, from the start, took on a
political character when Muhammad, besides his function as proph-
et, served as a political leader for the new community as well. It is
a clear example, according to Tjokroaminoto, that Islam did reg-
ulate political matters.82
Both Tjokroaminoto and Salim rejected the idea of the separarion
between religion and politics. They argued that Islam must be ac-
knowledged as the basis of politics, and for Islam, there is no recogni-
tion of the separation of the state from religion. Tjokroaminoto stat-
ed: "there are no Muslims who are only taking care of wkbrarui (es-
chatological matters) without taking care of their every day matters
in life. This is even evident in Islamic history where the Prophet
Muhammad was a religious as well as a political leader."83 Such ideas
were backed by Salim, who argued that Sarekat Islam was the first
movement of the people of Indonesia that opposed the erroneous
ideas "separation of Church and State". There is no doctrine in Islam,
he added, that states that religious affairs must be separated from
political affairs.8o
Tjokroaminoto also criticized the arguments for such a separation
as he believed that Islam addresses all aspects of life, including the
social, economic and cultural. At the S.I. congress in Yogyakartain
1925, he proposed his program of tanztm (program of reform), i.e.
the reform of social, economic and cultural life in accordance with
Islamic principles.ss The proposals for tanztm were later formulated
in his book, klam dan Socialisme,which have already been mentioned.
In addition, The conflict between communist and religious groups in
the S.I. finally ended by {ormalizing the party discipline at the Madi-
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un Congres s in 1923. Tjokroaminoto seems to have made himself the
master of this turbulent la$ congress of the S.I., which finally brought
about the following decisions:
1) Confirmation of the party-discipline toward the PKI;
2) Non-cooperation with the Dutch colonial government;
3) Transformation of the S.I. movement into "Partai Sarekat Islam"
(Sarekat Islam Party), abbreviated P.S.I;
4) Renewingthe bay'at, the oath-precept as a pledge of allegiance.86
After the Madiun Congress, the Communist group was officially
expelled from the P.S.I. But those who were expelled refused to ac-
cept the expulsion and continued to use the name. According popu-
lar designations were assigned to the two groups the Sarekat Islam
Putib (the white Sarekat Islam), represented the religious groups in
the party, and Sarekat klam Merah (Red Sarekat Islam) represented
the Communist groups.87 It was a breach that never was healed.
Islam and Nationalism
Secular nationalist also questioned and attacked the connection
between Islam and politics from a different approach from the social-
ist. Here national identity and ethnic pride were the motivating fac-
tors. \With regard to this criticism, Tjokroaminoto strongly main-
tained that nationalism had to be based on Islam since in this religion
no distinction were made between races, regions and social status. He
believed that Islamic nationalism could create a dnited Muslim com-
munity in Indonesia, and questioned whether simple "nationalism"
could do the same.
The debate on nationalism began in the 1920's particularly when
the Sarekat Islam gave strong emphasis to the religious foundation
for its movement. Previously, this debate did exist, but was muted
due to the dominant position of the Muslims within the S.I. which
was major independence movement. To this point Isiam had been
projected as an ideal binding Indonesian together, without much think-
ing about the substance of the Islam being used.
The conflict was pointedly raised by some graduates of modern
and western-style schools who were impressed with "the West's tech-
nical progress, its ideal of personal liberty and by socialist concepts
of economic justice then under considerable discussion in European
schools".88 These students tended to argue that religion, particular-
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ly Islam, was not able to deal with problems in modern times.8e
The number of Muslims "emancipated" from their own religion
through Dutch training and education had multiplied.eo The mem-
bers of this group apparently did not become members of the S.I.,
like their predecessors who also studied in Dutch schools.el Islam's
status as the natural symbol of national feeling had deteriorated.
The S.I. was apparently no longer the symbol of the native people,
particularly when it was related with colonialism.e2 As a result, the
Muslims lost their monopoly in formulating the foundation of the
struggle.e3
This was not merely the result of western education, but also the
consequence of the "ideologization" pursued by Muslims. Taufik
Abdullah argued that ideolo gization seemed to have created new
phenomena. First, it established Islam as the foundation of national
and inter-ethnic political solidarity. Second, as a result of this pro-
cess, cultural polartzation occurred in which santri (devoted Mus-
lims) and abangan (nominal Muslims) were clearly identified.ea This
polarization, he added, could also be viewed as the result of Islam-
ization, which led to the polarization of socio-political orientation
and commitment.es
In defining and formulating the national ideology in this period,
religious and secular groups, which may also be called santri and aban-
gan groups, seem to have opposed one another. Debates occurred
between the two groups on what the foundation of this ideology was
going to be. The santri, unsurprisingly, proposed Islam as an ideolo-
gy, while the abangan saw Islam as a foreign teaching imported into
Javanese culture and they propagated nationalism as if Islam ran
counter to it. This group was later on tecognized as a nationalist group
not committed to Islam; it even sometimes appeared to be an anti-
Islamic group.e6 The group held that Islam was tied to the past and
was incapable of dealing with modern issues.e/
According to the secular nationalists, national unity was an end
in itself and stood above other factors. They proposed what Gajah
Mada and others of the Hindu-Buddhist period had done, that is,
uni{ied the archipelago under a single political, economic and cul-
tural authority. Muslims were suspect of this approach regarding it
as an attempt to reinstitute Hinduism.e8 Soekarno, one of the na-
tionalist leaders stressing the love of the country, said that the fa-
therland is "sangat indab dan memiliki kekayaan alam yang melirnpah
dari lbu Indonesia" (very beautiful and has great and rich natural
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resources which fall abundantly from Mother Indonesia). He main-
tained that Mother Indonesia gave birth to heroic people, like Ga-
jah Mada and other leaders from the Hindu period. To create and
maintain unity, he stressed the importance of love for the father-
land, the sincere preparedness ro serve and devote oneself to Moth-
er Indonesia, and the willingness ro set aside narrow party inter-
ests. "
In addition, Soekarno believed that his idea of nationalism was
not the same as 'Western nationalism. It did not come out of the
pride of a nation. The nationalism was a toleranr one, which grew
out of knowledge of the world and history. He said, adding that:
"... it is not 'jingo-nationalism' or chauvinism, it is not a copy of or
an imitation of the nationalism of the \7est. Our nationalism is one
which accept its life as an inspiration and realizes its ideals as a ser-
vice'.r00 He also argued that due to its tolerant attitude the national-
ism gave broadness and the wideness of space which gave room for
others who need it. The nationalism was Easrern nationalism, which
was a competitive nationalism striving only after its own needs and
which was similar to commercial nationalism based on rerms of
loss and profits.lol
According to Soekarno, this Eastern nationalism had inspired var-
ious Asian leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi of India, Mustafa Kamil
of Egypt and Sun Yat Sen of China, made 'us a rool of God' and
caused 'us to live in the Spirit. He also maintained that with this kind
of nationalism, it would be assumed that Indonesia and its people was
part of Asia and the Asian people, and part of the world and the
world population. Indonesians did not consider as rhe servants only
of their fatherland but also that of Asia, all suppressed people and the
world.1o2
These different conceptions of Islam and nationalism forced Is-
lamic group leaders to clarify their concepts.ln Bandera klam,Tjok-
roaminoto explained the meaning of nationalism in Islam as prac-
ticed by the S.I.. He held that Islam did not in the least hamper or
obstruct the creation and the course of real nationalism. but in fact
promotes it. Islamic nationalism, according to him, was not narrow
nationalism and was not dangerous to others, as was often assumed.
Islamic nationalism, he added, led to Islamic socialism, i.e. socialism
which creates mono-humanism (the unity of mankind) controlled by
the Supreme Being, Allah, through the laws which had been revealed
to his Apostle, the last of the Prophet, Muhammad.l0r In Islam dan
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Socialisme, Tj okroaminoto also stated: " Kebangsaan (nationalism) is
based on Islamic socialism since this socialism will overstep limita-
tions such as races, languages, regions and states. \ilherever Muslims
live, they are still part of the united Muslim community and they
have to work to meet the needs of their society as well that of Islam."
10a It is Islamic nationalism, he believed, that would create solidarity,
freedom and equality among Muslims.105
Tjokroaminoto also questioned the ideas of nationalism pro-
posed by the secular groups. "should we leave the Islamic princi-
ples and change to or just follow other concepts? Islam contains
complete teachings which regulate all aspects of life including pol-
itics, social and economy. \Vhy, therefore, adopt other products
when we have complete Islamic doctrines?"106 He again argued that
Islamic nationalism would prevent Indonesians from falling into
schisms, which would result in increased feelings of regionalism,
thus in turn, encouraging, for example, the Javanese to develop
their own nationalism, Ambonese to develop their own national-
ism and so on, throughout the islands. If this happened, he contin-
ued, Indonesia would break into small parts and it would be dif{i-
cult to preserve its unity. It was therefore Islam, vrhich had deep
roots in Indonesia, which promoted Islamic nationalism based on
the law of God and which united Indonesians regardless of their
cultural background.loT
Tjokroaminoto's views were similar, but not identical, to the
views of other Muslim thinkers of the time. Another Sarekat Is-
lam leader, Salim, put forth his own ideas on Islamic nationalism.
In a polemic with Soekarno, Salim argued that the love for the
country is a nonsense slogan, which encouraged worshipping and
idolizing one's nationality. He also pointed to the dangers dor-
mant in nationalism, describing a number of misdeeds that na-
tionalists were prone to commit.108 The PSI, however, did not
abandon or ignore the love of country, but continued to regard it
as an important principle. The PSI saw it rather as "emphasizing
the fate and the situation of our people, putting them in priority
rather than nationality. Love of country should be in favor of
justice as it is fixed by God, meaning that it does not exceed the
faith of God.'1oe
\7hen the differences over national ideology arose, both Islamic
nationalist groups who were committed to the structural orientation,
and those who adhered to a cultural approach, worked together, in
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opposition to the secular nationalists. This could be seen in Ahmad
Hassan and Muhammad Natsir's ideas110 on Islam and nationalism.
A. Hassan criticized the views of the secular nationalists, labeling them
'assabiya (tribal or sectarian), a sentiment suspect in Islamic law.111
Tiokroaminoto and Pan-Islamism
Tjokroaminoto's ideas on Pan-Islamism were motivated by his
inspiration of creating a united world Muslim community, as existed
in the lifetime of the Prophet and his Companions. He argued that it
was of vital importance that the Islamic world must have a recog-
nized leader.
As previously mentioned, in the 1920s strong communist influ-
ence in Sarekat Islam prompted Muslim leaders to reemphasize Is-
lam as the basis of their movement. International changes also, to
some extent, affected the political life of Indonesia. Those changes
centered on the national assembly of Turkey in its abolition of 'Abd
al-Majid's Caliphate in March 1924, and the subsequent call by the
Azhar 'ulamh'for an international congress in Cairo to elect a new
caliph the followir'gyear. These events and the conquest of the Hi-
jazby Ibn Sa'0d in the same year briefly caused feverish activity in
Indonesia.
The intensification of interest in Pan-Islam was largely due to the
efforts of the leadership of Sarekat Islam. After flirting with the left
in the 1920s, Tjokroaminoto and Salim hoped to gain a double ad-
vantage by reuniting the Muslim groups behind the P.S.I. banner and
by counter-balancing the secular nationalists .112 Their interpretation
of Islamic unity meant not only the unity of Indonesian Muslim but
also solidarity with the struggle of Muslims elsewhere. It was this
attitude that made them responsive to the question of the caliphate.
The first and most ambitious program installed by the Islamic Union
was the establishment of a series of al-Islam Congresses representing
various Muslim groups.113
In 1922, the Sarekat Islam leaders invited representatives of all
Muslim organrzations to the first al-Islam Congress held in Cireb-
on, \7est Java. The Sarekat Islam itself, Muhammadiyah and al-
Irshad were the major organizations taking part. Traditionalist
Muslims, who were as yet unorganized, were represented by a num-
ber of individually invited 'ulami.' such as Haji Abdul S7ahab Chas-
bullah of Surabaya and Kyai Asnawi of Kudus.11a Altogether nine of
these al-Islam Congress were to be held by the Sarekat Islam in co-
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operation with the Muhammadiyah and other Islamic organtza-
tions.115
The al-Islam Congress took place in the period of the abolition of
the caliphate and the search for alternatives.116 The Ottoman empire
had crumbled, while the power of its ruler, the Sultan of Turkey,
who had been considered caliph of all Muslims, had been contested
by Turkish nationalists under Mustafa Kemal. In 7922 the Turkish
Grand National Assembly abolished the Sultanate and Turkey be-
came a republic, but the same year the Assembly created a caliph
(Abd al-Majid) without temporal power.117 This had an impact on
the Muslims of Indonesian. The al-Islam Congress in 1922, held by a
Sarekat Islam Congress in 1923,votced its support for a new caliph
on the grounds that he would foster the international solidarity of
Muslims.In 1924 however, the Assembly in Turkey aboiished the
caliphate altogether,l18 leaving Indonesian Muslims in a quandary about
the S.I.tuation.
This caused confusion in the Muslim world, which began to
ponder the establishment of a new caliph. The Muslim communi-
ty in Indonesia were not only interested in this problem but also
considered it their duty to assist in resolving it. Salim argued the
need for a caliph for the Muslim world. At a meeting in May
7924, just over two months after the abolition of the Caliphate by
Turkey's National Assembly and Sarif !!usayn's proclamation of
himself as Caliph, Salim pointed out that relation among the
Muslims of Turkey, Egypt, the Yemen and the Htjaz had broken
down. In Ankara, the Caliph had been deposed, he continued, and
neither the new Caliph !!usayn, nor any new Caliph in Istanbul
could be ours. "Only the Caliph of the entire Muslim world can
be ours," he added.11'
The active roles of Indonesian Muslims concerning the caliphate
matter was shown particularly when Egypt planned to hold a ca-
liphate congress in March 1924.In response to this plan, Indonesian
Muslims decided whether a delegation should be sent and what po-
sition should adopt.120 Different opinions emerged concerning this
matter.
At a special meeting in Surabaya121, Tjokroaminoto discussed
the need for Muslims to have a Caliph. He argued that Muslims
all over the world had to have a leader explicitly recognized as the
worldly as well as spiritual head of all Muslims. However, Tjok-
roaminoto argued that to the Muslims of Indonesia, who lived
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under another government, the caliphate was only relevant in deal-
ing with religious matters, not with politics. 122 \(/hile this may
have seemed like Tjokroaminoto was arguing for the seParation
of church and state, this was not so, for the separation here was
not by choice, but by circumstance and that under ideal condi-
tions the caliphate would provide leadership in both areas. In any
event Tjokroaminoto believed firmly that the caliphate was still a
vital institution to Muslims, even to those in Indonesia, and should
be preserved.
A different opinion, expressed at the meeting, was that o{ Haji
Fakhruddin, a Muhammadiyah leader from Yogyakarta. \7hile Tjok-
roaminoto and others wished to take decisions on the delegation to
Cairo at once, Fakhruddin "proposed setting up a caliphate commit-
tee to take care of this and other international Muslim a{fairs".12r He
argued that Indonesian Muslims had to play an active role in the great
issues confronting the world of Islam and to establish closer ties with
another Muslim community elsewhere.l2a
Tiokroaminoto and Fakhruddin differed on who could become a
caliph. Tjokroaminoto supported the caliphate in Turkey, but thought
it was too early to judge "what the aims of Mustafa Kemal's secular-
izationwere".125 On the other hand, Fakhruddin maintained that the
caliph should have his seat in Mecca, because that city belongs to all
Muslims and is free of non-Muslim powers.126
The \924 meeting resulted in the establishment of a caliphate com-
mittee, all from the Surabaya area.\27 The third al-Islam Congress in
October 1924 decided inter alia to send a delegation to the Cairo
conference, which consisted of Surjopranoto of Partai Sarekat Islam,
Haji Fakhruddin of Muhammadiyah and K.H.A. \ilahab Hasbullah
of traditionalist.l28 The Cairo conference, however, was postponed
without a definite date being set.
Early in 1925,Ibn Sa'fid announced his intention to hold a gather-
ing in Mecca. In Indonesia, this invitation was discussed in the fourth
and fifth al-Islam Congresses in 1925 
^nd 
1'926.12e Salim, who played
an important role, showed great enthusiasm for Ibn Sa'ffd. He charged
that the Sarif llusayn had robbed pilgrims during his period of con-
trol over Mecca, and expressed his belief that Ibn Sa'ird wished the
holy land to be brought under the control of all Muslims.130
Salim's great enthusiasm for Ibn Sa'ird, however, sowed the seeds
of discord in the Congress, since lVahhabis rule in Mecca threatened
the religious beliefs and practices of many traditionalist Muslims.131
The frictions became more apparent when the congress, particularly
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modernists, responded unfavorably to Abdul \7ahab's proposals. This
caused Abdul 'Wahab and traditionalist member of the congress ro
withdraw from the caliphate commitree and take the initiative by
holding meetings of prominent traditionalist leaders.1r2
The 1926 Congress elected another delegation, consisting of Tjok-
roaminoto and Mas Mansur of Muhammadiyah, who would arrend
the Mecca congress, and perhaps also the Cairo congress.133 In discus-
sion at the Indonesian meeting, Tjokroaminoto mentioned rumors
of machinations to have the Cairo congress elect King Fu'ad as the
caliph. In response, he announced that "if such a thing should occur
then, so long as I am a representative of Dutch India, I will never give
my consent to the proposal, which would be in conflict with the
Koran".134 In the end, the delegation only attended the Mecca con-
gress. lis
After the Mecca Congress, Tjokroaminoto and Mas Mansur pre-
sented a detailed report on the conference to the sixth al-Islam Con-
gress held in Surabaya in 1926. Significantly the Meccan Congress did
not name a caliph which was put off to the future, although an Islam-
ic wodd conference was created to deal with common Muslim prob-
lem throughout the Muslim world. In this regard the al-Islam Con-
gress made a decision to change the Caliphate Committ ee to Mu'tdmar
al-'Alam al-Islhmt far' at-Hindrryy| al-Siarqiyyab (the East the Indies
Branch of the Islamic \7orld Conference).136
However, the Pan-Islam movement, as promoted by the PSI, end-
ed in failure. On one level Muslims were not successful in forging an
effective organtzation on the international level. On the national lev-
el there was a lack of consensus among Indonesian groups themselves
that showed the splits, mentioned eadier among conservative Mus-
lims, Muhammadiyah, secular nationalists and communists.lrT
Building Ummab for Indonesian Muslim
Tjokroaminoto's ideas on the Ummah was his aspiration for creat-
ing united Muslim community in Indonesia.In Tafsir Program Asas
Partai Sarekat Islam Indonesia, he discusses in detail the building of
the Ummab he favored. He argued that the basic requiremenr to build
an Ummah was unity and freedom.138 This unity, according to him,
must be based on Islam because Islam is 'Allah's religion', the most
perfect regulation granted by God to mankind to achieve happiness
in this world and bless in the hereafter. Unity in the Muslim commu-
nity can be achieved through complete submission to the commands
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of God and the Prophet in one's individual life as well as in the life of
the community.l3e
\fith regard to freedom, Tjokroaminoto pointed out that build-
ing of the Urnmah could not be established if Muslims did not have
national freedom Q,{ationaal Vrijbeid). National freedom, according
to him, was 'holding the power in our own country'. He stated that
complete national freedom is a condition for the full reahzation of
Islamic ideals, assuming that power is in the hands of Muslims.lao In
this connection, he referred to the creation of the state in Medina by
the Prophet as well as the preparedness of the early Muslims to 'fully
participate in a war for the protection of religion'.1a1 He also expressed
the view that 'international imperialism' and 'international capital-
ism' would undoubtedly end in failure and this would, in turn, accel-
erate the arrival of national independence.la2 By referring to the con-
cept of Islamic government as practiced by the Prophet, Tjokroami-
noto pointed out that the concept of the Muslim Ummab in Indone-
sia had to be based on three important elements; politics, the econo-
my and equality before law.
In politics, the type of government that should be employed to
build the Muslim Ummab, according to Tjokroaminoto, was a'dem-
ocratic government,'1'r3 'tt which a representative body was to be
equipped with rights and duties based on Islamic democratic princi
ples. The laws issued in this body had to be promulgated and admin-
istered with the people's participation. Elections were considered an
absolute requirement, while referendum and people's initiatives would
also be recognized. 1aa This type of democratic government, howev-
er, was not considered similar to the democracy in many western
countries of that time, where the government was controlled by only
one part of the property owning class. In an Islamic state, the govern-
ment is "controlled by all the people or Ummah who are all subject to
the only law... of God". The Qur'an and Hadith constitute the basis
on which all laws and regulation should be founded.la5
Tjokroaminoto also mentioned that the system in which people
are involved in such a body is parallel to democracy in Islam since
musyazuarah (counseling) is a way of solving problems. To support
this, he quoted the Qur'anic verse 42:38. According to Tjokroamino-
to, ?nusyazoarab in Islam was practiced by both the Prophet Muham-
mad and the first four Caliphs. The command that created a state
based on musyaraarah was sent to Mecca, where the Muslim popula-
tion was small and where they lived under oppression and injustice.
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It indicated that although Muslims were under those conditions, it
was important to create an org nrz tion to discuss people's rights and
needs.1a6
In the field of economics, Tjokroaminoto encouraged individual
initiative in the economic field as long as it did not harm others.
Referring his discussio n on zakat tn klam dan Socialisme, T jokroam-
inoto again argued that zakat should be encouraged and big enterpris-
es should be in the hands of the state.laz Sutadesbi (self-help) was also
considered as another means to this end.148
In addition, with respect to equality before the law, Tjokroami-
noto argued that in the construction of the Muslim Ummab, it reject-
ed inequality in the law,1ae recognized the equality of all Muslims,150
and the equality of husband and wife.151 He also demanded that the
needy and poor receive better protection under the law.
Providing a more specific explanation, Tjokroaminoto pointed
out that there must be a regulation that had to be applied to the
Muslim Ummah in Indonesia. As a request from the P.S.I. branches,
Tjokroaminoto was charged to make a "General Regulation for the
Muslim Community". This task was accomplished on February 4,
1934.The purpose of making this "General Regulation" was to build
what he called "a United Muslim Community" or Muslim Ummab
in Indonesia which, as one unit, would also become a member of the
unit of the Muslim world community.152
The "General Regulation" contains directive principles for the
construction of the Muslim Ummah in Indonesia. It consists of twen-
ty chapters and one concluding chapter. Chapter I to VII contain
guiding principles illustrated with Qur'anic verses. These are outlined
below: (I) General Guide for the Muslim Socialist; based on the Qur'an
XLIX; (II) The Aims and Purpose of \Torldly Life; based on the
Qur'an 3: 73 and 77:79-20; (III) A Guide for Noble Behavior: based
on Qur'an 3: 3a; (IV) A Guide for Justice and Objectivity; based on
Qur'an 4:135 (V) Guide for the Correct Speech; based on Qur'an 61:
2-3; (VI) Guide for Good Conduct in the Broadest Sense; based on
Qur'an a: 36; (MI) Guide for Treaties and \Witness; based on Qur'an
2:282.
Chapter VIII to XX contains guide for every individual Mus-
lim, namely: (VIII) Guide for True Belief and Islam; (IX) Guide for
Muslim Unity; (X) Guide for Electing Leaders and Following the
Leadership; (XI) Guide for Seeking the Right Path; (XII) Guide for
Exercising'Worship; (XIII) Guide for [the Right] View of Life; (XIV)
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Guide for the Proper Treatment of the Family; (XV) Guide for
Marriage Relations; (XVD Guide for the Treatment and Care of
Orphans; (XVII) Guide for Giving Noble examples to others; (XVI-
II) Guide of Advantages of Social Economy; (XIX) Guide for the
Enjoining of the Right and Prohibiting the lVrong; (XX) Guide for
Giving Preferences to the Needs of the Society above that of the
Individual.ls3
\flith the concept of the (Jmmah, it seems that Tjokroaminoto
completed his ideas on Islam and politics. It was apparent when he
discussed the unity of the Muslim Community, freedom, concept
of state and government, economy and equality before the laws. In
this concept, his ideas on Islam as an ideology were also clearly stat-
ed. Tjokroaminoto argued that Indonesian Muslims, though they
were large in number, would not be a Muslim Ummab if they did
not have a purpose to their life and did not live as one soul; the
Islamic soul.
The General Regulation was later presented in the Twentieth Con-
gress of PSII in May 7934J5a The regulations, however, outwardly
did not effect the further development of the party. Although atten-
tion to Islamic affairs did not decrease, the party could no longer
claim to represent the largest part of the Indonesian Muslim commu-
nity. Consequently, the regulation formulated by Tjokroaminoto
also did not influence its reception by other Muslims,
Finally, Tjokroaminoto's ideas on Islam and politics reflect
the political condition of twentieth century Indonesia and point to
the fact that he was clearly one of the important leaders of his time in
the struggle against the Dutch.
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